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MARKETS LACK CHEER AS BREXIT FEARS BITE

This week has been dominated by two events – the US presidential election and Brexit, both of which have been moving the markets significantly. The
fear of a President Trump and the inevitable nuclear winter he’d unleash on people being mean to him on Twitter, has now receded. A string of unforced
errors and scandals have put his chances of winning as low as 15 per cent. Down from a close 45 per cent a month ago.
Meanwhile closer to home, the fear of a hard Brexit, stoked after Theresa May’s conference speech, has receded a little after she gave some ground
on parliamentary approval of triggering Article 50. Additionally, a spat between Unilever and Tesco, over who should bear the brunt of the collapse in
Sterling is perhaps a warning of what’s to come, and not just for the nation’s Marmite lovers. Whatever your position on Brexit, it is undeniable that
international markets have little confidence in our prospects improving, and that we are all now poorer as a result.
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US: FED TO KEEP INTEREST RATES LOW

The US Federal Reserve’s September meeting minutes were published this week,
detailing the decision to keep interest rates on hold at between 0.25 per cent and 0.5
per cent. Although they do suggest that three members have advocated an immediate
hike, Fed chair Janet Yellen focused on the need for further improvement in the market before a
rate- hike however. The meeting was concluded as a “close call”, with the common opinion that
although both choices were viable, the continuing strength of the labour market and inflation
reaching its 2 per cent target were worth waiting for.
Meanwhile, the US dollar strengthened to a seven-month high on the news that a December
rate rise is increasingly likely. Bloomberg believe that the chance of an increase at the Fed’s
December meeting is more than two-thirds, while the chance of a November move is deemed
unlikely based on the uncertainty that comes with the US presidential election. The dollar index,
a measure of the value of the USD relative to foreign currencies, hit a high of 98 on Thursday, an
increase of more than 6 per cent from its yearly lows in May.

OIL: BRENT REACHES HIGHEST LEVEL IN TWELVE MONTHS

Brent crude surged 3.5 per cent to $53.73 a barrel on Monday, its highest level since
October 2015. This was brought on by Russian President Vladimir Putin backing
efforts for an oil production cap, which he hopes will be agreed at OPEC’s November
meeting. If such restrictions are applied, it will be expected for non-OPEC producers such as
Russia to follow suit. The Russian ruble first spiked in September when OPEC announced their
plans to reduce production. The support from Putin has increased the ruble’s strength against
the dollar to 63, up from 62 at the start of the week.
The world’s second largest producer of oil, Iraq, has also recently pushed for an increase in
production, adding to the series of challenges OPEC will face. Reports published on Wednesday
show that an all-time high of 33.5m barrels a day was pumped by the OPEC nations in
September. Further production from non-OPEC members has led to heightened competition
for dominance of the market, while hopes of striking a balance in supply and demand will be
difficult to achieve unless OPEC’s cap is enforced.

EM: TURKISH TURMOIL AND THE INDIA RATE CUT

The Turkish lira fell sharply against the dollar on Thursday to a record low of 3.1023.
The currency has lost 6 per cent of its value this year. Political stresses such as
President Erdogan’s announcement to continue the state of emergency are behind the
recent falls. Last month’s decision by credit rating agency Moody’s to join S&P in downgrading
Turkey’s debt to junk status has added to the political and security turmoil. The Borsa Istanbul
100 Index has so far not reacted to the currencies drop, suggesting markets are not concerned
by the changes.
Meanwhile, the Reserve Bank of India, led by its new chief Urjit Patel, cut interest rates to 6.25
per cent last week. The decision was based primarily on lower inflation, as good monsoon rains
allowed consumer prices to fall to 5 per cent. Mr Patel has begun an easing cycle to promote
growth, while believing that government reforms on food stock management and investment
in railways, will help ease supply constraints and further reduce inflation. India’s Sensex index
finished 0.6 per cent down on last week as the rupee lost ground against the dollar.
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